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Introduction
What is Market Dojo?

Market Dojo offers an array of capabilities to help procurement professionals get the most
out of their sourcing and supplier engagement activities.

We believe in making better eSourcing a reality for all procurement teams, regardless of
location, experience or budgets. All our products are fully on demand, designed by
procurement professionals and built with a focus on ease of use.

This guide will cover the types of auction available within Market Dojo and how these can be
set up and managed. For a full introduction to Market Dojo, please see our Market Dojo
eSourcing Guide.

Auction Types
Why Run an eAuction?

Running an eAuction allows the buyer to negotiate with multiple suppliers simultaneously in
order to achieve the most competitive pricing. In addition to helping generate greater
savings, online auctions allow buyers to manage their procurement in a fair and transparent
way. Sourcing decisions can be made almost solely on auction results, or bids can be
considered as part of a wider tender process.

Market Dojo provides its users with the opportunity to run three types of auction, all of which
operate slightly differently and should be considered under different circumstances.

Ranked Auction

This is our most popular auction type. Ranked auctions , as the name suggests, assign each
supplier a rank based on where their bid compares to other live bids. For example the lowest
bid in a reverse auction would rank as number 1. This ranking system can encourage
competitive bidding between suppliers as only the supplier with the leading bid is aware of
what the current best price is.

Ranked auctions are often used where the host expects a number of suppliers to bid around
the same price point and it can be a very effective way to identify each participant's best
price. This auction type will generally result in many of the participants' bids moving closer
together than they started. It is therefore a useful tool in situations where the business will be
awarded based on more than just price, as where pricing is more similar, the other factors
can be given more consideration.
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Open Auction

In this auction-type, each supplier is able to see the leading competitor’s bid. A bid can only
be submitted if it betters the current best price.

An open auction allows all suppliers to see where they stand and creates an open playing
field. This is a good option when decisions are purely based on price as participants can
clearly see the price they need to beat. However, this auction type will not encourage
participation for those who cannot better the winning bid, so may not be the most appropriate
where there are other important factors to consider.

Japanese Auction

The Japanese Auction allows you to create an atmosphere of competition, even when there
are only one or two suppliers participating. In a Japanese Auction, bids are driven by the
host who releases an ever-decreasing sum that needs to be matched by suppliers to remain
in the process. The auction begins with the host providing an opening price to suppliers, who
can then decide to agree to the price and remain in the running, or to leave the auction. The
auction will continue in the same format with the host sending through updated prices for
suppliers to match until all bidders have left the process.

Most auctions rely on competition between suppliers and require a minimum number of
participants in order to be successful. In a Japanese auction however, as the supplier
receives no information about other participants, their experience will be identical, whether
there is 1 participant or 100. This approach can therefore be used as a negotiation technique
in situations where you do not have sufficient competition for the more well-known auction
types.

Choosing your Auction Type

When choosing your auction type, you should consider:

● How many suppliers you expect to participate in the event
● How close together your participants are likely to be in pricing
● Whether your decision is based purely on price or on other factors

Generally, if you expect there to be a good level of competition (3 or more suppliers bidding
per item), with bids being made in a similar price range, we would recommend either a
Ranked or Open auction.

In most cases, our recommendation here is Ranked, as this method is the most likely to
identify the best price for all suppliers involved, hence giving you more options, and gain you
the greatest savings.
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As a general rule, we only recommend Open Auctions in scenarios where all participants are
of the same standard in all other areas and the decision will be made purely on price, or
where there is a specific need for a very high level of transparency.

Where there are only one or two suppliers involved, or your suppliers are all expected to
quote at very different levels, we recommend considering running either one Japanese
Auction (where there are one or two suppliers involved) or multiple Japanese Auctions
(where the suppliers involved are likely to have drastically different final prices). This should
allow you to identify the best price for each supplier, without requiring the level of competition
that is necessary for Ranked or Open auctions.

Weighted Auctions

In many cases, price is not the only factor that needs to be considered as part of a tender.
Where the level of importance that price holds in relation to other factors is clearly defined, it
is possible to run a weighted auction. With this option you can choose the percentage of the
final score that is related to each supplier’s price, and the percentage related to their score in
a chosen questionnaire.

Creating an Auction
New Event

An auction can be created by clicking the “New Event” button on the Dashboard or Events
pages.

Figure 3.1 - Creating an Event

Event Settings

The first tab that is completed when creating a new event is the Settings tab. Here you will
set the structure of the event, before moving on to insert the content on the later tabs. On the
Settings tab, you will always add important details such as the event name, brief and
currency and will select the stages that your event will include.

Each event must include at least 1 of the following elements, although in many cases they
will involve two or all.
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● Questions (Questionnaire(s))
● Pricing (RFQ)
● Online Auction

If you’re sure you wish to include an auction in your event, tick the “Do you want to have an
online Auction” box.

In many cases, a user might wish to run an auction, but also ask their suppliers some
additional questions in advance. In this scenario, you would also tick the “Would you like a
Questionnaire” box too.

In some situations, you might want to run an initial RFI, and possibly also an RFQ before
deciding whether an auction is appropriate for your event. In this case, you can run your
initial stages and then include an auction by editing your event and ticking the auction box at
a later time.

If you are running a weighted auction, you will need to include a scored questionnaire in your
event. You will later have the option to choose what proportion of the suppliers’ final score
should relate to this questionnaire and how much should be based on price. Please note that
only one questionnaire can be weighted against the auction.

For information on including a Questionnaire or RFQ in your event, please see our Market
Dojo eSourcing Guide.

Figure 3.2 - Event Stages

General Auction Settings

When creating an auction, you will need to select the following:

● Currency - by default, all auctions will be run in the currency stated in your user
profile. This can be amended on an event-by event basis. To make your event
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multi-currency, tick the box and then select the currencies that you would like to
include, along with the current exchange rate(s).

● Auction Date and Start Time - this is when your auction will start. If the auction date
and time is not yet decided, you can leave this field blank and a ‘To Be Confirmed'
message will be communicated to the participants.

● Bid Direction - a “Forward” bid direction is one where the bidding goes UP in value,
whereas a “Reverse” direction is where bidding goes DOWN in value. For most
purchases you will select “Reverse” here.

● Event type - we offer three types of auction:
- Ranked Auction
- Open Auction
- Japanese Auction

Figure 3.3 - Auction Settings

Ranked and Open Auction Settings
If you select either the “Ranked” or “Open” Auction options, you will need to complete the
following details:

● Minimum Duration - This is the duration that you would like the auction to last as a
minimum. If your auction includes a Dynamic Close Period, then the duration may
extend beyond this, depending on whether the Dynamic Close is triggered.

If you are unsure of the correct duration to choose, we recommend a standard
minimum duration of 30 minutes, as this generally gives all participants enough time
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to submit their bids. You may wish to run a longer event if there are many lots with a
degree of complexity, or if you have participants that cover multiple time zones.

● Dynamic Close Period - The Dynamic Close feature automatically extends the
remaining time in the auction if a bid is placed in the final number of minutes that you
specify.

For example, if you select a 5 minute Dynamic Close period, then if a bid is placed
within the final 5 minutes, the countdown clock resets to 5 minutes remaining. The
Dynamic Close will continue to reset the clock until no further bids are placed.

This feature is recommended for all ranked and open auctions, as not only can it
increase your savings, by allowing all participants the breathing room to place their
very best bid, but it will also improve the experience for your participants by
preventing sniping. Sniping is the placement of a leading bid in the final few seconds.
Sniping will only upset other participants as they may wish to respond but without a
Dynamic Close Period would be unable to do so.

● Minimum bid change - This is the smallest percentage price change that a
participant can submit per bid. It is used to keep the bids moving along at a steady
pace.

For example if the latest bid by the participant is £10 and the Minimum Bid Change is
10% then the next bid submitted by that participant must differ by at least £1.

● Maximum bid change - This is the largest percentage price change that a
participant can submit per bid. It is used to prevent mistakes and to encourage
competition by keeping the participant bids closer together.

For example if the latest bid by the participant is £10 and the Maximum Bid Change
is 50% then the next bid change submitted by that participant cannot exceed £5.

Figure 3.4 - Ranked Auction Settings
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Japanese Auction Settings

When running a Japanese Auction, you will need to complete the following:

● Time Interval - this is the length of time that your suppliers will have to decide
whether they wish to accept or decline each bidding round. If you are unsure here
then we recommend a longer time interval initially, to ensure suppliers are not out
under undue pressure. This can be reduced during the live auction if necessary.

● Bid Change as Percentage of - your bidding rounds can be set to change either as
a percentage of the qualification price (starting price) for each lot, or the latest bid for
each lot.

If you wish to change the Bid Level by a fixed amount each time, e.g. by 1% every X
minutes, then you should base the bid change on the Qualification Price. This is the
most simple method and is easy for participants to predict when they will reach their
limit.

However, if you would like the Bid Change to dynamically vary from one bid round to
the next then you can base your bid change on the Latest Bid for each Lot. This may
help squeeze out an extra bid or two as the bid change gets smaller as time goes on.

● Bid Change - this is the percentage by which you would like the bids to change.

Figure 3.5 - Japanese Auction Settings
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Weighted Auctions

In scenarios where a specific level of importance can be attributed to price in relation to
other factors, a weighted auction can be considered. This option is only available where the
auction type selected is “Ranked”.

When “With Weighting” is set to “Yes” you will select the percentage of the final score that
should be based on price and select which questionnaire’s score will make up the remainder
of the score.

As only one questionnaire can be weighted against price, any scored questions you wish to
include in this calculation must be included in the same questionnaire.

Figure 3.6 - Weighted Auction Settings

You will also have the ability to choose whether the price score should be calculated as a
percentage of the leading bid or on a pro rata basis.

If “percentage of leading bid” is selected then the price score for each participant will be
calculated simply as a percentage of the leading bid. For example, if the leading bid is £100
from Participant A, and then Participant B puts in a bid of £110, then Participant A will score
100% and Participant B will score 90%. The calculation is looking at the percentage
difference of the leading bid, and in this case there is a 10% difference.

If “pro rata” is selected then the price score for each participant will be calculated on a
pro-rata basis based on both the qualification price and the leading bid. In order to use this
scoring mechanism, each lot must have a qualification price. For example, if the qualification
price is £1000, and Participant A has the leading bid of £500 and Participant B has a bid of
£750, then Participant's A score will be 100% (for being the best) and Participant's B score
will be 50% (for being mid-way between the best price and the qualification price).
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Figure 3.7 - Calculating the price score

Auction Lots
There are two ways to create lots in Market Dojo - Simple Lots and Advanced Lots. Simple
lots are a useful way of capturing lot by lot pricing. Advanced lots allows text and pricing
information to be captured, multiple pricing columns, ranking by line item and total, and
formulas.

Simple Lots

Simple lots require a name, a unit of measure and a unit quantity. This allows you to state
the format in which suppliers should quote and the volume you will be purchasing.

A current price can also be added. As this is used to calculate savings, we strongly
recommend including a current price. If you have no current price to compare against, you
should add your budget or expected price here. This information is not shown to suppliers,
and is used purely for savings calculations.

The final optional field is qualification price. The function of this field differs slightly
between auction types:

● Ranked and Open Auctions - the qualification price is the upper limit at which you
are willing to accept bids. Where a qualification price is included, suppliers will be
unable to submit bids above (for reverse auctions) or below this figure (forward
auctions). For a standard ranked or open auction, we only recommend including a
qualification price in scenarios where you have a stringent budget that you cannot go
above and / or you have a very strong grip on the market and expected pricing.
Where there is doubt, we recommend leaving this field blank. If your auction is
weighted and you have selected the “pro rata” method for calculating your price
score, this field is essential for all lots.

● Japanese Auctions - the qualification price is the starting price for each lot. This
field is mandatory.

Simple lots can be added manually one by one or in bulk using the ‘Excel Upload’ function.
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Figure 4.1 - Adding a Simple Lot

When running a Japanese auction, we strongly recommend using Simple Lots rather than
Advanced. Open and Ranked auctions can be successfully run using both lot types, however
whichever you choose, we recommend keeping things as simple as possible. Remember,
you need to ensure that your suppliers can easily understand what is required of them and
place their bids in the given time-frame.

Advanced Lots

Advanced lots can be used to create a pricing matrix which includes multiple columns and
rows. For advice on using advanced lots, please contact our support team.

Going Live
Inviting Participants

The final stage of setting up your auction is inviting your participants. From the final “Invite
Participants” tab click on “Add New Participant”. A pop-up will then appear where you can
add or select participants to include in your event.
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Once you’ve added your suppliers, decide whether or not to automatically accept
participants. Most users leave this box ticked so that all invited suppliers are automatically
accepted. If an uninvited supplier tries to join (e.g. after being forwarded an invitation), you’ll
still need to accept them before they will be able to participate.

Figure 5.1 - Automatic Participant Acceptance

Finally, click on the “Invite Participants and Finish” button to put your event live. This will
move your event from “Draft” stage to “Current” and will trigger an email invitation to be sent
to your suppliers.

Figure 5.2 - Inviting Participants

Participant Experience
Accepting the Invite

The supplier invitation email will contain a link which will either direct them to set up a Market
Dojo account (if they have not used the tool before) or to sign in (if they have an existing
account).

Once they have set up an account / signed in they will be directed to the Event Invitations
page where they will need to accept your invitation.

Figure 6.1 - Accepting the Invite
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Overview & Questions

Once the invite has been accepted, the supplier will see an overview of the sourcing event.
This will include the brief you created, your contact details and information on the stages
they are required to complete. They will then work through the tabs on the event from left to
right. If you have included questions in your event, this will be the first stage the supplier’s
need to complete.

Qual Bids

Prior to the auction start time, suppliers will have the ability to insert initial bids into the ‘Qual
Bids’ tab. Although the system does not require suppliers to provide qual bids, we
recommend that you ask your suppliers to do this in good time before the auction, as it will
help you to get an idea of the levels of participation that can be expected in the auction, as
well as the areas to expect the biggest savings.

For both Ranked and Open auctions, each participant’s qual bids will act as their starting bid
for the auction.

Ranked Auction

During a Ranked Auction, each supplier is aware of their position in relation to other
participants, but is unaware of the best bid for any lot. For each lot, they will be shown their
ranking. This ranking will change throughout the auction as the supplier and other
participants place their bids. For standard ranked auctions, this rank will be based purely on
price. If the auction is weighted and scoring has been completed on the questionnaire, this
rank will be based on the supplier’s total score.

Figure 6.2 - Bidding in a Ranked Auction

Open Auction

During an Open Auction, suppliers can see the leading bid and can only place a new bid if it
is an improvement on the current best bid.
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Figure 6.3 - Bidding in an Open Auction

Japanese Auction
During a Japanese auction, suppliers are shown each lot at a range of bid levels and each
time are asked whether they ‘Accept’ or ‘Decline’. If a supplier declines the bidding round,
they leave the auction. If they accept, then after a given time-period they will be shown a
new price to consider.

Figure 6.4 - Bidding in a Japanese Auction

Managing your Event - Before the Auction
Monitoring your Participants

Throughout the event, you can keep track of which participants have received and accepted
your event invitation via the Participants tab. This tab will clearly show who the invite has
been delivered to, who has opened the email and who has accepted the invitation. As any
deadlines approach, we recommend that you use the Participants tab to identify which
suppliers you should chase.
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Figure 7.1 - Participant Summary Page

Editing the Event

If you need to edit the event in advance of the auction, this can be done by putting your
event into ‘Edit Mode’. Go to the overview tab for your event, then scroll down to the bottom
of the page where you will see an ‘Edit’ button. Clicking here will put your event on hold and
allow you to make edits to your event. Remember to save your changes, as until you’ve
done so, your event will be paused.

Qual Bids

Once your suppliers have placed their Qual Bids, you will be able to review them on the Qual
Bids tab.

Managing your Event - During the Auction
Participant bids

During the auction, you can see when a participant has placed a bid (Ranked or Open
Auction) or accepted a bidding round (Japanese Auction) via the live auction feed:

Figure 8.1 - Live Auction Feed
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The best bid and leading participant for each lot are clearly shown on the Auction tab. To
expand this out and see each participant’s bids, click on ‘Expand Participants’. For advanced
lot auctions, you can also ‘Expand Components’.

Figure 8.2 - Best Bids

To see all the bids that have been placed for a specific lot, click on the ‘Best Bid Value’.

Figure 8.3 - All Bids per Lot
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To see all bids from a specific participant, click on their best bid to bring up further
information.

Where the auction is weighted, the lead participant will be based on their highest overall
percentage score.

Figure 8.4 - Weighted Auction Results

Updating Settings

During any live auction, you will have the option to amend important settings. For example,
you may wish to extend or reduce the Dynamic Close Period, or amend the Minimum or
Maximum Bid Changes. Participants will be made aware of any changes that you make via
their live auction feed.

Figure 9.5 - Updating your Auction Settings
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Deleting a Bid

If a supplier has placed a bid in error, they will be unable to remove this themselves. If they
wish to remove a bid, they will need to contact you to request that you do so on their behalf.
To remove a bid, click on it to enlarge the bid details, then use the rubbish bin icon to
remove.

Figure 9.6 - Deleting a Bid

After the Auction
Reviewing Bids

After the auction has ended, bids can be exported into a spreadsheet by clicking on
“Download Report” in Further Actions.

Figure 10.1 - Further Actions

Awarding Lots

To award your lot through the tool, click on the “Award Lots” button. You will then see the
pop-up below. To record which participant has been awarded the lot, choose their name from
the drop-down list (the best price will be selected as default) and tick the box next to their
name to award them the business.
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Figure 10.2 - Awarding your lots

To send out an award notice via the tool, select ‘Create New Award Notice’, update the
message text and click on ‘Send Award Notice’.

Help and Support
Contact Market Dojo

If you are experiencing any technical difficulties with the tool please contact Market Dojo
directly via email to support@marketdojo.com or call +44 (0) 117 456 6813 or use the live
chat option through the Help Dojo Portal.
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